TSWALU
ACTIVITIES AT TSWALU
At Tswalu, itineraries are planned around our guests' individual needs and a personal consultation on arrival allows guests
to choose their daily activities, which include:
Private Game Drives in open-sided, canopied vehicles
Each booking receives their own private vehicle, guide and tracker for the duration of their stay. Our game drives are never
standard and are tailored to guests' interest. Our expert rangers and trackers are specially trained in the unique Kalahari
ecology
Bush Walks
For adult guests, we can also arrange night walks which uncover the magic of the Kalahari after sunset
Encounters with Meerkat colonies
Spend time viewing these enchanting animals at close range
Horseback Safaris for all ages
We have a variety of horses ranging from 14.2HH to 17.1HH. The breeds include Boerperd cross, Quarter Horse cross,
Thoroughbred, Shire, Appaloosa cross, Arab cross and Saddler cross breeds. An experienced horse guide and backup rider
accompany all rides, equipped with radio and comprehensive ﬁrst aid kit. We accommodate from ﬁrst time riders to
experienced equestrians. We also accommodate children on the rides. Younger and nervous children, depending on riding
experience, may be put on lead ropes. The weight limit is 100kg. We use Trail saddles, but also have a few English saddles
available for those guests that prefer them.
Stargazing under the Kalahari's “diamond skies”
Certainly one of the best places to stargaze in South Africa
Exploring extraordinary archaeological sites
Pack a picnic and explore the Korannaberg hills where the San rock art dates back 380,000 years
Tswalu Kalahari Spa
Our award-winning spa offers a welcome lounge, two beautiful therapy suites with adjacent sensation showers with a
private garden. In keeping with Tswalu's philosophy, the spa is crafted from natural materials with reed ceilings and drystone walls in the indoor and outdoor showers.
The Malori Sleep-out
Spend the night surrounded by the calls of nocturnal animals, with nothing between you and the brilliant stars of the
Kalahari night sky…
●

There is no compromise on luxury

●

An adjacent outdoor toilet, basin and shower are just a short distance away along a lighted walkway

●

On arrival, the guide sets up drinks and snacks while guests enjoy the spectacular views

●

Enjoy sundowners followed by a delicious meal. Wake at sunrise to the sounds of early morning in the Kalahari

●

Children's camping beds are available, so the whole family can enjoy a Kalahari sleep-out

